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PREFACE

This Guide has been prepared for secretaries and typists concerned

with the preparation of mathematical texts. It is specifically intended

for those who must obtain competence from the occasional typing of math-

ematical notation.

The instructions are based on the techniques used by publishers in

the typographical composition of books and journals containing mathemat-

ical expressions. The objective is not to limit the mathematician's

individual style of notational structure but rather to provide a basis

for uniformity so that his publication can be economically and efficiently

prepared and will have the best possible appearance.

If the following pages do contain information of value, credit is cer-

tainly due to the efforts of Ann Wells, who helped me convert typesetting

methods to typewriting methods. Her tact in z;inting out faulty instruc-

tions was equaled only by her patience in helpingm correct them.
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A GUIDE TO THE TYPING OF MATHEMATICAL NOTATION
.

Dorothy G. Stewart

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California

I. INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to compile rules for the typing of mathematics

because there are almost as many ways of presenting formulae as there

are mathematicians. And then thexe is the problem of terminology--of

what to call a particular element that has no particular name. Despite

these difficulties, there is a definite need to set forth some basic

rules to help technical typists convert a maze of handwritten--and often

illegible--symbols into a printed form that will be intelligible and

pleasing to the intended audience.

The rules given on the following pages are formulated to help you

establish and maintain a consistent style in the typing of mathematics.

They are based on the printing practices used by book publishers and

mathematical journals. They can--and should be--modified to fit the

requirements of the individual author. This is to say, they need not

be followed rigidly, but, rather, are intended to help you to know what

to do when the author is not around to tell you how to do it.

The instructions, arranged in four major groupings, tell you how

to type symbols and fractions, what spacing to use, and how to arrange

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They
should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation
or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private
research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation as a
courtesy to members of its staff.
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equations--all of which contribute to correct, functional presentatiot

Since brevity is essential if iratructions are to be useful, cross rej

erence has been employed to help you find additional information if

necessary.

In general, you should use double spacing for publications conta;

ing mathematical expres-ions. If large symbols (integrals, suunatioi.

etc.) appear wichin the text line, the expressions should be displaye

They need not be numbered.

Although Typits have been used in many of the examples, symbols

as integrals, summations, roots, parentheses, brackets, braces, etc.,

can be drawn by hand if Typits, IBM Changeable Type Bars, or other t.

of supplementary keys are not available. However, if more than occas%

mathematical expressions are to be typed, it is reconnended that the

typewriter be equipped for the use of supplementary keys. A fairly

and complete assortment of characters needed for mathematical composi,

is obtainable. Once you become adept in the use of such keys, tib, tat

of typing mathematics will be less arduous and the appearance of the I

lication will be enhanced.
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2. SYMBOLS

2.1. Roman Letter Symbols

Both capital and lowercase typewritten lecters (toman) and script

letters are used as symbols in mathematical notation. When typing from

handwritten copy, be careful to distinguish between the letter £ and

the numeral one (1); a capital K and a Greek kappa (K); a lowercase p

and a Greek rho (p); a lowercase u and a Greek nu (u); a lowercase v

and a Greek nu (v); a lowercase w and a Greek omega (w); a capital X

and a Greek chi (y); a lowercase x and a times sign (X). If you do

not know which symbol the author intends, do not guess: ask before

you type.

2.2. Greek Letter Symbols

If Greek letters are not available on your typewriter, and you do

not have access to inte-changeable keys or Typits, it is usually pre-

ferable to insert Greek letters by hand, unless you are very adept at

improvising on the typfuriter. 'or eample, a theta can be made by

typing a zero and then tnsertinLote bar by overtyping a hyphen through

the zero; e.g., 0. Be sure that the bar pes through the center of the

zero.

A sima (a) car be made by typing a lowercase o and then completing

the letter by hand (1,).

A phi ((p) way ti.i written at 0 or as 4. The first can be wade by

combining an o and the solidus (/); an interchangeable key or Typit must

be used for the second. Do not substit-te one for the other; the author

may be using both in his notation.
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The epsilon may be written as £ or as ?,. Do not substitute ot

for the other without checkinz with the author.

A psi (t) can be made by typing a solidus and completing the

by hand (e.g., ?).

2.3. Functional and Operational Symbols (See also Secs. 2.4.4, 4.

and 4.9.2.)

Functional and operational symbols such as those given in the

lowing list are typed in lowercase letters without periods. This

applies generally to any standard abbreviation of more than one le

sin sec tanh exp sup win

cos csc coth log inf max

tan sinh sech In lub sgn

cot cosh csch Ito glb mod

2.4. Sunerior• aed ,nferiors (Sunerscripts and Subscrints) (See a

Sec. 4.5.)

Superiors are umually placed directly over inferiors (e.g., D

Occasiomlly, an inferior my precede a superior (e.g., A LJ); or i

precede the symbol to which it is attached (2F2). Check such usa&-

the author before typing.

To type an inferior or superior, roll the platen one-half spa

below or above the min line.

-l (r) -(X-A)/eVr..l,r; X1 ; n ;

Do not space between a symbol and a superior or inferior. If

typewriter is not equipped with half-spacing, make certain that th



inferiors and superiors are typed sufficiently below or above the line

to be readily distinguished as inferiors ard superiors. Carelessness

may result in ambiguity.

I2.4,1j Superiors and Inferiors Used with Parentheses or Brackets.

Superiors and inferiors should be typed close to a parenthesis or

bracket.

2 32a .1iA &•+(2/o)

When parentheses and trackets must be inserted by hand, allow one space

between the symbol preceding the parenthesis or bracket and the superior

or inferior.

kr(n) -' -E , .,.,2 - 1, lr-1;

I.A.. ---mrlt .... Ifl-e-:-a D-_-_d wLt~h Kt-ma_-le, •-- bi --iz-

Po-ut�.;-U -- "-'----(I". . aleo Ise. 2.6.) Kn displayed qua-

tiosme, uvpersLo and imftrs esaw wifth smatiemas pro&duts, and

intersections should be typed oeg full space above &d below those

symbols.

a g*1,.-m-

In text, superiors and inferiors are typed to the risht of

summations, products, and intersections. Do not space between the

symbol and its superior or inferior. To type a uperior to a ean

nation, product, or intersection, roll the platen one-half spase up;
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to type an inferior, roll the platen one-half space down from the main Ii

en nt-i p-i"n1; pMJ; unus

Superiors and inferiors are usually typed to the right of the integr

both in displayed equations and in the text. Do not space between the

symbol and its superior or inferior. To type a superior to the small int

gral, roll the platen one-half space up. To type a superior to a large

integral, roll the platen up one and one-half spaces. To type an inferi

to either the small or large integral, roll the platen one full spac. ?,

from the gain line. (To type an inferior to a superior or a second infe

to an inferior, roll the platen down an additional half space.)

rI ul J ; ft (text)

Occasionally (when the expression signifies a region of integration

the inferior is centered under the integral or under multiple integrals

(roll the platen down one full space below the integral). If you are no

sure of the author's intent, ask before you type.

fr iT; 1,1'
(A) '1 v

Complex inferiors to sumations and products are sometimes typed ig

two lines; or they can be typed in one line, centered under the symbol,

and separated by a semicolon.

i1I al uw;ijh
J-0 a-j
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2.4.3. Superiors and Inferiors Used with a Senile Vertical Bar.

Superiors and inferiors should be typed to the right of a single vertical

bar denoting a sign of substitution. If the vertical bar is to be in-

serted by hand, allow one space between the symbol preceding the bar and

the superior or iuferior.

ae G S-o f(x) 12

2.4.4. Inferiors to Operational Symbols. In display, inferiors to

operational symbols should be typed one full space below the main line.

mIn; max; sup; inf; liz; glb; lub; I. sup; liz inf
0 F a b we" f p nU 31M

In text, inferiors to operational symbols are placed to the right of the

symbol, one-half space below the main line (e.g., limV,0 ; SXQG).

2.4.1. AbbreviatioMI as Zuferiors. When words and abbreviations of

words are used as inferiors, they re typed with lover-cae letters.

V " VOlhear5 v v(Vol)wt; V- 1via

s r, vopt a"

2.4.6. trims ain Asterikl. Primes aid asterisks are usually

placed directly over inuoeriors (e.g., xl; A,). Occasionally, an asterisk

or prim may precevl ain inferior (e.g., A - a or it may precede the

symbol to which i Is attached (eg., 'f2 ; i) (If you are not sure

of the author's intent, ask before you type.)

Typit keys should be used to type the single prime (K*), double prime

(K#), and triple prime (KA) (the apostrophe can be used if Typits are not

available). Do not confuse the prime with the nImral "'on," which is lU



used as a superior (however, rinus one (-I) is used as a superior).

If the prime belongs to an inferior, it should be placed next to it

(e.g., rd,).

2.4.7. Superiors and Inferiors in Fractions. (See also Sec. 3.1.4.)

If a superior occurs in the denominator of a fraction, roil the platen

one and one-half spaces below the fraction bar and type the symbol to

which the superior is to be attached; roll the platen up one-half space

and type the superior. The superior must not touch the fraction bar.

(s + 1)n+l

n+25

If an inferior occurs in the numerator of a fraction, roll the platen

one-half space above the fraction bar and type the symbol to which the

inferior is to be attached; roll 'the platen down and type the inferior.

The inferior must not touch the flaction bar.

2b 1 - 1

k

2.4.8. l-Pmmtim with pserlore ad Inferiort. Superiors and

inferiors precede all punctuation except the period of an abbreviation.

xM2Y S 2
2. 5.. in.2

2.3. Second• S.e~rious .an InrAeriors

To type a "uerior to a sperior, roll the platen one-half space

above the main line and type the first superior; roll it up an additional

half space for the second superior. To type an inferior to a superior,

roll the platen one full space above the main line and type the superior;

- WIOOM-M



roll it down one-half space and type the inferior.

0 2(superior to superior).;. a r (inferior to superior)

To type an inferior to an inferior, roll the platen one-half space

down from the main line and type the first inferior; roll it down an

additional half space for the second inferior. To type a superior to an

inferior, roll the platen down one full space below the main line and

type the inferior; roll it up one-half space for the superior.,

p 2 (inferior to inferior); S (a) (superior to inferior)

2.6. Intearals. Sumtions. mAd Products, (See also'Sees. 2.4.2 and 4.7.)

2.6.1. Intexrols, -tatoas. and Products i. Diamla. In displayed

equations, use the large tatepalg large smmatiom, and large product.

Superiors aid inferiors abmid be pleaed to the rijat of the integral (see

Sec. 2,4.2). Superiors m and imerters sheuld be typed above and below e~m-

stations and products (ssSese. 2.4.2).

2.6.2. Inerl.Uitea ndPemt ~ at n the text,

use the mall integral, the capital sigma and the capital Greek pi.

J'~ U Psl~ -0
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Superiors and inferiors used with these symbols in the text should be

placed to the right of the symbol (see Sec. 2.4.2). Do not space betwei

the symbol and its superior or inferior.
4

2.6.3. Integrals. Sumations. and Products in Fractions. If an

integral, sutmation, or product occurs in the numerator or denominator

a fraction, use the small integral, the capital sigma, and the capital

n

• f(x) dx E i Al Ma/2 a 0E F(x - y) ; JE A K a a ;-JIto
j.li- 1.111(a y)

Note that superiors and inferiors to integrals are placed to the right

the integral; those to summations and products are usually typed above

below these symbols.

If an integral, summation, or product occurring in the numerator

fraction has an inferior, roll the platen up one full space and type tt

symbol; then roll it one full space down and type the inferior (the inf

must not touch the fraction bar). If an integral does not have an infe

roll the platen up one-half space and type the symbol. If a sumation

product does not have an inferior, type the symbol on the line.

If a sumation or product occurring in the denominator of a fractl

has a superior, roll the platen down two full spaces and type the symb(

then roll the platen up one full space and type the superior (the super

must not touch the fraction bar). If a sumation or product does not b

a superior, roll the platen down one full space and type the symbol. I

type an integral (with or vtthout a superior) in the denominator of a

fraction, roll the platen down one and one-half spaces,
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2.6.4. Integrals and Summationa in Hatrices and Determinants. (See

also Sec. 4.7.) If integrals or sumations occur in matrices or determi-

nants, use the small symbols.

r7 *-s 5TiI dt I 1s V1e2Utdt
f J') e- atCPi dt - 6i1 0 0 .0o -1

( Z lln E 12 u

coy (Y- Yo, Xn) "\- 2 1 n 122)

j.LE"1 ... j

Note that in a matrix or determinant, superiors and inferiors are placed

to the right of both integrals end summtins.

2-6,5. -•r .. ti At. m h Uia Kamp.va Li. (See also Sees.

2.9 and 4.9.2.) If a Lati• al ia a dlsplapd equation occurs within

absolute-value sips, use te large Lmtqral.

irG(K) 47(kOI sJ.w df(39)

2,7. Parentheses. Brackets. and Irtage (See also Sec. 4.11.)

These grouping symbols are u sally used in the following **queo*:
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Note that the lar.se symbols should only be used to exten the sequence I
when necessary. Do not alter the grouping symbols enclosing single (
elements or groups of elements without checking with the author; certain

elements are enclosed within specific grouping symbols.

[xj] (fj W)]; [0, 11; (0, 1); (0, 1]; 10, 1); f(x(t))

Grouping symbols should be the same height as the largest expression

contained within them. It is not neceiiaxv4 to increase the size of the

grouping symbols to enclose superiors or inferiors. If a grouping symbol

must be hand!-drawn, allow one space for its insertion.

[[a1:I 1 + .- + am~m] - [alrl(t) + + %arm(t)])

PaO 2 I a 2 0 at dtu A(t;y) dB(h)(y)] V 1 1

u" 1+ sis"

k-1

2.7.1. Parentheses and Brackets Used with Fractions. When the ex-

pression enclosed includes a built-up fraction of two levels, large par-

entheses can be used. For a fraction of more than two levele, brackets

may be substituted for parentheses. (In such cases, the brackets will

have to be hand-drawn; alloii one space for the insertion of each bracket.)

"(3 2 ,+ 27-1), ; 4 L



2.7.2. Parentheses and Brackets Used with Radicals. See also

Secs. 2.8 and 4.8.) When parentheses or brackets contain a radical,

they should be large enough to enclose the radical.,

2.7.3. Angle Brackets. When angle brackets are needed, Typits

should be used or the bracket should be hand-drawn (allow one space for

insertion of each bracket). Do not substitute the "is greater than' or

"is less than" sign. Large angle brackets can be typed by using the

Typit keys labeled "variations" and "of the."

2I
((sL) 2 ) 0 0 (6n(al) 6n(8 2 )" d3 1 d3 2

0 0

2.8. RAIdcals (loots) (See also Sec. 4.8.)

A radical sip shuld always be large enough to contain the entire

quantity to which the sip pertains. The horizontal bar (vinculum)

should extend over the coplete expression; amiguity can result when

the termination of a radical is not clear (e.g., 4 x, not V '•x).

The horizontal bar for the single-line radical can be made by rolling

the platen up one full space And typing one or more underlines; the bar

for the double-line radical can be made by rolling the platen up two

,.1ll spaces and typing one or wore underlines.
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The small radical sign should be used if the symbol within it does

not have a superior (a single inferior may extend beyond the radical sig

a " + n*; 0 m-

If any symbol within the radical has a superior, the large radical sign

should be used. Roll the platen down one-half space and type the radici

then roll it up one-half space and type the first symbol.

ý 2 +Y2< 2+y

If the radical contains a fraction, use the large radical sign. Roil

the platen down one-half space and type the radical; roll it up one full

space and type the numerator and then the fraction bar (use the underscc

roll the platen down one full space and type the denominator. Note tht,

the expression preceding the radical aligns with the fraction bar.

If the expression within a radical is complex, ask the author to

simplify it to eliminate the radical sign. For example,

+ Ln C)]

can be simplified to

\ L7~ (tn) 1
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2.8.1. Radicals vithin the Text, In text, both, the mall and the

large radical signs can be used. However, if possible, it is better to

display expressions involving the use of the large radical. To insert

the large radical, roll the platen down one-half space and type the

radical; then roll the platen up to the text line and type the first

symbol. (Note that the text line aligns with the symbols within the

radical.)

for which ÷+ Y2 >• 0 > I

If the radical contains a fraction, ask the author to "turn" the

fraction so that it can bc typed in a single line. For example,

Svalues of a and

S0

should be typed

Svalues of i and

2W. d itemminatr of Fractions.

(See also Sec. 4,5.) In the wmoerto,' saedor deominator of a fraction,

either the mall or large redleal lgn can be: used as needed.

no

If the radical in either the numerator or denominator of a fraction

contains a fraction, ask the author to "turte' the fraction so that it

can be typed in a single line. For example,
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2

should be typed

(X - r'EoT) 2

2

2.9. Absolute-value Signs (See also Secs. 2.4.3, 2.6.5, 4.1, and 4.

The height of an absolute-value sign is determined by the he. I'ht

of the quantity to which it pertains.

Ix -X1 < 6; "nl nl ui

V. e5%t 1.1 0;1dt<
(tit 0 J tc)djJSMtId

2.10. Exoagentials (See also Sec. 4.10.)

An exponential can be expressed either by the symbol "e" or by

"exp," depending on the complexity of the superscript. In a displaye

equation, the expression

c 2

e

should be typed as

2 2
,_c (r) or ap TC)
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Note that to simplify a superscript, parentheses, brackets, and sometimes

braces must be used to enclose certain elements. Ask the author to sim-

plify these expressions before you type them.

The "exp"' form should always be used if the superscript is elaborate

or if it contains an integral or summation. For example,

rt I(Xi>A -e)
u(s) ds i i1

e and e

should be typed as

exp [--u(s) do] and oxp Z I(Xi > Ana m e)]
0 iml

Both the "e" and "oxp" forms may be used in the same equation.

For example,

x(t) -a ezp It. U(s) dS)s" Xt)Y
0

2.11. Binomial Exnressions

To type a binomial in either the text line or a displayed equation,

roll the platen up one-half space and type the top integer; then roll the

platen down one full space and type the bottom integer.

... the general binomial (r) ... (in text line)

Pr ( iA (in displayed equation)
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If the top integer has an inferior,, roll the platen up one full space

and type the main symbol and then roll it down one-half space and type

the inferior; roll the platen down an additional full space and type

the bottom integer.

++o (n')+ n"- + n i
2.12. Embellished Symbols and Overscores

When a dot, bar, tilde, circumflex, or arrow is used over a symbo

(x, x, I, i., •, i), it should be placed as close to the symbol as pov.,

without actually touching it. If a bar occurs under a symbol, check w

the author. Symbols should never be underscored for emphasis (italics

even when they occur in an italicized text line.

the intesral 3(t) is defined for t in

When overecores are used to indicate mathematical operations or

groupings, make certain that the extent of each overscore is clearly

shot..

2 (. T)(=-T) (ar)(Zr)t

if superiors are attached to the overscore, ask the author to simplify

the expression. for example,

___ 3__,N Y_______

%e C- mo .i - ,_IY - c0 l , l

can be written as

S- CO min (Is - 12 s' -0Co(B - -a(e)*

Yý7
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3. FRACTIONS

3.1. Numerical Fractions (See also Sec. 4.18.)

Numerical fractions can be typed in three, different ways: using

the solidus (slant bar); using Typits to create "small" fractions;

using the numerals on the typewriter to create large, built-up fractions:.

1/2 (solidus fraction); • (Typit "small" fraction);

1 (large built-up numerical fraction)

(Note that "small" fractions can be created from Typits by using superiors

and inferiors; e.g., the fraction ft very closely matches the single-piece

Typit fraction *.)

3.1.1. Numerical Fraction in Text. If you have access to Typit

fractions, they should be used in the text line; otherwise use the solidus

fraction. Do not use built-up fractions in the text line.

w r is identically j for as 0 ; go

w r is identically 1/2 for s - 0

3.1.2. uaruical FtnatioMa il Dimmlae I tion. If there is no

built-up literal fraction (one in which either numerator or denominator,

or both, is a letter) or lare symbol in the equation, use a Typit mall

fraction if available; otherwise use a larse built-up numerical fraction.

Do not use a solidus fraction in displayed equations.

V jkkArB (preferred); V = I kiArB (acceptable)

r 2 r
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suggriors. To type either fraction, roll the platen up one-half space.

"!- (t) + (" +) or . (tM3 /2 esd + l)*
U0  -s +tU o 0

If a superior numerical fraction occurs in the denominator of a

fraction, roll the platen down one and one-half spaces and type the

symbol to which the superior is attached; then roll the platen up one-half

space and type the superior.

u u
or e

3.2. Literal Fractionas (See also Sec. 3.1.3.)

A literal fraction is one in which either the numsrator or the

denominator, or both, is a letter (acme., Greek, Gercian, etc.). Literal

fractions can be typed in two ways: as solidus (f)fractions or as

built-up fractions.

(v/u.I 2 0 0 (in text lime); N(Y) ' 0 (in displayed 2quation)

3.2.1. Lteral lrrein in int. Do not use built-up literal

fractions in the text line. Ask the author to "turut the fraction so

that it can be typed with a solidus. lot exinple, in the text line

pvre• .. L- A for which f'. /44N v 0
eue

should be typed as

f . (¢P./)/P ue) 4-1* for which f ~ (du/dy),. o0
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3.2.2. Literal Fractions in Displayed Equations. In displayed

equations, literal fractions are usually built up.

kV 1 -

f . •2 V W y+ 1 2(m + 2) + m
2 m*-2 2(m + 2)

3.2.3. Literal Fractions in the Numerator and/or Denominator of

a Fraction. Built-up literal fractions are usually used in both

numerator and denominator of a fraction.

1 dN 2
u6 dx N dx u8 2

p,-- d~x (P8N) I dP- 1 + y-IMP8 dxd,, 1 1-

However, if both the numerator and denominator consist of a single

built-up fraction, the solidus should be used in both numerator and

denominator. For example,

A,

'to tan Y

should be typed

1d dRd
Adi, hr to or tan Y

Also, when either the numerator or denominator is complex, making the
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fraction difficult to read, the solidus should be used. For exaiple,

K, 2 - G
1 dP

I dp6
p dx

vould be more readable typed as follows:

K'2 - G
1 I dpx

1+/ - -x

p d

lNote that the solidus can be made by using the Typit sign labeled

"variations."

3.2.4. Literal Fractions as Superiors. Use the solidus for

literal fractions as superiors. 00 not use kuJlt-up literal fractions

as superiors. For example,

y' + 017 - 2*

should be typed

y' + 0 I(2y'S'J)/2ly-1)y(3+J)/2(1+j) * *(J+Y)/(Y-I)
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4. SPACING

4.1. Roman Letter Symbols and Greek Letter Symbols

Do not insert space. between symbols that multiply or between

number and the symbol it multiplies (for exceptions, see Sec. 4.12).

ciPi(O); y22AX+N2; T - aSr2 + 2bSrd + cSd2

Do not insert space between a number or a symbol preceding or

following a vertical bar (for exception, see Sec. 4.9).

pt(nin); E(x - x 2 ) xi-

Insert one space between adjacent symbols or numbers separated

by comas.

0 - A(X, h, V, y, m, L, or, €) - 0; 1 = 1, 2, ... , h

Do not insert space between a symbol or number and a parenthe:

bracket, or brace.

10(r - 0)0; %I[r/r(r + s)J2; K(Cn(t) - vJln(t + r) -vj')

42. Sims of Operation

Insert one space before and after a sign of operation (+, •, ;,

x,., 0+) (for exceptions, see Sec. 4.5).

7p2 - 4 + (13p - 2)n 2 + 4n; Ak~+l(P) " Ck
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Do not Lnsext a space following a sign that belongs only to the symbol

letter symbol; number; functional or operational symbol (see See. 2.3

and Sec, 4.6); summation or integral (note the illusion of space between

the minus sign and the summation because of the inferior to the siumation).

xO) 0; -b + X + a; dl a -32 + N; J O, *1, *2

R(s) !9 -c 1 <0; sin (-x) - -sin x; k log 0.1

R1( 12 log x

m -W 2 2
pi(s) - -, - o ; -B Z do - -f etCe dt

Allow one space after a sign preceding a radical or fraction.

4.3. e"ality a"d Imeeuality 81014. 6t0

Allow one pace before and after the following sipsn: n. o, ** -,

<, >, act so, as, -a (for eseptlos, see Se". 4.5).

X > 0; y 9 39; 0 a X, 9 L; y I O Q.Q QQs

4.4. Lomsic Ihbols

Allow one space before and after ite following symbols: C, at

u, nl, E, *

CCIB; u s; l~R, 1 , ,, t;31 4 1 flT1 ; uE ?J LUL1
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Note that "e" or "C" is sometimes used in place of the sign "E."

c C C 1 ; jPZ

4.5. Superiors and Inferiors

Do not space before or after signs of operation, signs of eqTiality

or inequality, logic symbols, etc., in superiors or inlferiors.

;- Xt+n-v,n; linE

I ; lim; max
iCS(n+l) nw- J-kIj'n6

4.6. Functional and Operational Symbols (See also Secs. 2.3 and 2.4.4.)

Insert one space before and after a functional or operational symbol

insert one space following the element (argument) belonging to the symbo'

sin (x i y) a sin x cos y S cos x sin y

tan (x y) - San xA L tan Y . x(t) - yI * tan x tan y'
I~ t'

%kW)ma•n Q(x, s); log y - log c + x log k

I(., t) 6 exp [ ) W

Insert one space between grouped functional or operational symbols.

log log log x; log cos 0

Note that when one or more functional symbols have complex inferiors,
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one space is used between the inferiors rather than between the

functional symbols.

Min max rmin max min max
(x1l'x2"''#.Xn) (Yl'Y21''yn) x I Yl (x 2#"''xn) (Y2'-''Yn)

4.7. Integrals, Sumnations, and Products (See also Sec. 2.6.)

Insert one space before and after an integral, summation, or

product (unless an operation sign that applies only to the integral

or sumuation precedes the symbol; see Sec. 4.2).

g(c) - r J' g(cex -1) exp [-b(cex - 1)]ex dx; P f D dV

*h vsh Y*~ r; Zx3 ix x

(gh)sO

y(V3C900 K r - [I +clxd)Ail
L-I

47. I. Multiale Intbeals. Ilutiple integrals without superiors

or inferiors, or with a cooa inferior, should be typed without space

between the symbols but with mw space before and after the group of

symbols.

H fJpP dV; u(P) .. Ju dS

S

When multiple integrals have superiors, allow one space between the
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symbols as vell as before and after the group of symbols.

dN = s2(s) do- f r•T,_(s, t)SN(t) do dt

4.7.2. Multiple Summations. Allow one space between adjacent

multiple summations and one space before and after the group of symbo

T2 -~bj~j a~ a1  f(ri~ m~a' Var f(r1~

i<j i<j

When one or more adjacent summations have complex inferiors, one

space is used before and after the inferiors rather than between the

summations.

1.l kan -1 +1

4.7.3. AdJacent lntesrale and Summations. Allow one space betv

adjacent integrals and siumations.

I(S) a I .I fn(x) dx

n-O

4.1. Radicals

Allow one space between the radical sign and a letter or numeral

preceding or folloving it,

./3' TW Ar. I V -tan 2 L~r

'ni~ 4/iT, ~2
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Allow one space between adjacent radical signs.

Allow one space between a built-up fraction and a radical sign.

,

Allow one space between a small fraction and a radical sign.

Allow one space between a radical sign and a parenthesis or

bracket.

,.12 (1I - ik 2)F (0); .1'N C - Xk(T)J

4.9. Vertical ftAre (bsolute-value i•ms. form Slms. Etc.) (See

also Sec. 4.14)

Do not insert Weos bae s. edjamset & vertical bars or

between edjoseet Afflk -- adi A Voleall broe.

b'f "Ck

Note that one apace sun be sserted before MW after a svmatim

enclosed by vertical bare,

Issert one spae beween J double vertical bare.

1I8(t + h a)!1 :9 + e l X r H3(s)11 118(a + be) ! do
iuo t0
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Do not insert space between a preceding superior and a vertical

bar.

Z eitrAx . AIn121A - 21AJ'n/2

Do not insert space between a vertical bar and a bracket or

parenthesis.

181 - yI'Ai + 0(1)1; f(u, v) a 0(IJul + JVJ)

4.9.1. Vertical Bars Adjacent to Summations and Integrals. !'o

insert space between a summation or integral sign and a vertical bar.

,Isa tt + bit 2l - 1; fIfil dM I1£I • UgP

4.9.2. Vertical Bars Adiacent to Functional or Operational Symb,

Insert one space between a functional or operational symbol and a vert

bar.

la !ly(t)I -0; x + a log I + iy! -c

4.10. 2 ze Utmnals (See also See. 2.10.)

When an exponential is expressed by the symbol "e," do not insert

space between this symbol and a letter symbol (Roman or Greek), a pare

thesis, or a bracket (except preceding a differential or derivative; a

See. 4.12).

S~t " 0 -s

u(t)~e C; dJ; u(t) es(t)[ + O(t-l)]
0
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If the exponential is expressed by "exp," insert one space before and:

after "exp."

c > 2c 5expI12cI0(s) do]

4.11, Parentheses. Brackets, and Braces (See also Sec. 2.7.)

Do not insert space between a letter symbol (Roman or Greek) and

an opening or closing parenthesis, bracket, or brace (except preceding

a differential or derivative; see Sec. 4.12).

p(t) =- eJ (tl)U(tl)kl(t - tI) dt 1
to

f'(x) - xfjff(x - h) + f(x + h)]] g(x)

Do not insert space between adjacent parentheses, brackets, or

braces.

((a-) + I(.÷1)-(a -+)( + 1) + (a + 1)2

412. Differentals ad Derivatives

Insert one space before pairs of symbols belinning with "d," "A,"

or "1," except in the denominator of a fraction.

2f
P dx + Q dy + K ds a O; Ay a ft(x) Ax + e Ax; 2b -

1 2

L n dz; ' L du 2 + 2H du dv + N dv2; an n dg(t)
0 -1
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4.13. Matrices and Determinants

Single-apace between the rows in a matrix or determinant; alIc

four spaces between the columns (measured from the longest elemenL

each column). The groups of three horizontally placed dots align i

are typed without additional space between them; they are precedec

followed by four spaces (measured from the longest element in the

ceding and following columns). Allow one-half space between th-! y'

taly placed dots and one and one-half spaces before and after eacO

group of three; that is, roll the platen down one and one-half spa(

from the line above (measured from the subscript) and type the fii-t

dot; roll the platen down an additional half space for the second L

third dot; roll the platen down one and one-half spaces and type c.

last line.

a11 -x a12  ... aiN

a a -x s.. a2N21 22 2
f(x) ( (A- xl) - -o

*... * . 0

aL 'Ni 2 arm

A single element can either center on a multiple elemont (see examp

above) or align with it (see example below).

ai *x a 0 a
""1 12 .IN

a21 a22 -x *.. a2 N

f(x) - (A- xi] - 0

, 0

a3 aN2. aNN- x
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4.14, Factorial San

Do not insert space between a factorial sign and the element that

precedes or follows it.

n lies between a! and b;. (in text line)

(n/2)
1 I
1 >~- (in displayed equation)

200!(n - 20)! Ue0

4,15. Abbreviations of Mathematical Terms (See also Sec. 4.6.)

Insert one space before and after abbreviations such as det, tr,

re, coY, etc.

K(s, t) - cov [x(s), x(t)]; 11h112 var [(h, x)K

I-K
mAx vat cot mex ek'G~; tr (z 1I

t1C1I-1 11111 e

tr (M) -tr (M) -e 1a<re (0) 1< detAt-detA

Note that thes albbreviations ean bhý capitalised or lower case, accord-

ing to the prefereme of the auther.

4.16. SIbols .2 leemence

Space between symbole in sequence, whether or not they are enclosed

within parentheses.

*.. values of X, y, a

A(x, 7, 2) " X
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4.17. Points of Omission

Space before and after points of omission, but do not space bet

the points. Do not space before a coma following points of omisil-ý

/S

Pr Pro ... 9 p 1

- c 0C c=c2 = ck =

"clvl + C2 v2 + + CkVk

r-1 > qr > qi+l q

J3 " ** n + 1

4.18. Fractions (See also Secs. 3.1 and 3.2.)

Space before and after a built-up fraction.

* - 41 k x

NZY eg. 0 x k T r Tx Tr S+ ffr

Sk-0

(1 xd2en + n(n + 1)Pn o
dx

3 2
Y x & ex + A- c ex + Cex
%v 3 21 2

Do not insert space between a small fraction and a following

symbol (eocept before a radical sign; see Sec. 4.8).

.sinn• + = + n oo kx 2ut k kT 81V + 2VR2
2a si cosk bI i sT 1 b2

k-l 2T 2VRI + VR2) 2
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4.19. Units of Heasure in Displayed Zouations

Allow three spaces between a displayed equation and a following

unit of measure.

X - 1300 + 30W + 3W2  ft

2
1 ___ n

K=2c 2 nepers/unit distance
•U

P - fii. dh - If (1 ?i dh units of h

AN T3
AA . sec max kev decibels per layer transit

f2 10
Mc

4.20. Connectins Words and Phreaes in Dimlaynd IeucLMonW

Allow three spaces before and after "and," *'or," "as," "whenever,"

"if," "for," and "wher" wrhen they join two equations.

x-z 0 -b ed a0 -ak

saw B 2s or •o -v -*0

fix, y)-L (x, ( y) - (a,b)

Iuk(t) 1 ,(s)I 6 W~hever It - 8I 1 6

0(i, O)"0 if i 0 L

PJO " 0 for j < L

In v - In r + 19 whore v,- reO
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Allow three spaces before and only one space after these words when

they are inmediately followed by another word or words.

lu - LI < C whenever both m > N and n > N

C

If(t) - f(t)I <1 for all n > N and all t on I
n L

If(x) for -T 1<x<TT,

f 0 (X) - if 0 (x - 2r) for all other x

Note that in a braced equation, the explanatory expressions are alig)

three spaces being allowed before the expression for the longest -

4.21. Defining Expressions

In text, allow one space before a defining expression, whether c

not the expression is enclosed within parentheses. In a displayed

equation, allow five spaces before the defining expression.

. iven Yj Y J - 1, ... , k (in text)

L(x + y) -L(x) 9 1 + L(y), x, y > o

iX IO, i"L- 1.2, ...

f ilaly "0, 1 I f, ... , p; y " p + 1, ... , n

In a braced equation, align the defining expressions; allow only thre

spaces before the defining expression for the longest element.

1 I'Il(x '). x>0,

f(x) i-s(x ,, ,o
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If the principal equation is too long to permit the defining expression

to be placed on the same line, it should be placed on the line immdiately

following the principal equation, flush right if the equation is un-

numbered. (If the equation is numbered, place the defining expression

four spaces from the equation number. See Sec. 5.8.)

L(u) - a0u'(t) + b0 u(t) + bIu(t - + b(t 1)U(t - t 1 ) dtl,.

0 <or, oa < w, !9 . a

4.22. Displayed Equations (See also Sec. 5.)

Triple-space before and after a displayed equation and between

multiple equations (disregarding inferiors and superiors), unless the

equations are complex, in which case the spacing must be adjusted as

necessary.

+u n" f(u, x, y)

"t" " *fMu, x, y)

s(3) *Jp(i) amp L2J (t) dtJ do

2* ar 2 + -m02*.4mm-m)

~~ ~2)

Triple-space between the lines of a multiline displayed equation

(disregarding inferiors and superiors). If the equation is complex,



the spacing vill have to be adjusted as necessary (see also Sec, 5,4.

V~t' ~u~t) V(W, ~g~w) t C~v(s. t)us)d

v~~~t,~ tvust - )& tg() ~u(s) ds
w
t

+ fv(s, t)b(s)u(s -w) ds 0
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5. ARRARGEHENT OF EQUATIONS

5.1. Placemnt of a Single-line Displayed Equation

Center a single-line equation (including its defining expression;

see Sec. 4.21) on the full text width.

+ g(x)y 0, 0 :x b (1)
dx2

5.2. Placement of a Multiline Displayed Equation (See also Sec. 5.4.)

When a displayed equation occupies more than one line, center the

entire equation on the text width.

u(t) - aog(l)k(t o- ) - b, f k(t - w - tl)g(t1 ) dt 1

+ if b(t I dt I k(t - ti - 2 )s(t 2 ) dt2-k 1W

+ ff(tI)k(t - t1) dt,. t >) (1)

5.3. Placmunt of Multiale lilme-lifM DOLmlYed EmatioM

When several single-ILam equatieve are displayed, they should, if

possible, be aliged on an equality or inequality sLn and the entire

Xroup contered on the text wideh.

$in X Ant (1)

coo ).l + A (2)

Acoo, (01 -0) :os, W' (3)

A

$in ( 1 - 0) (4
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However, vfmn aiigninent wouId be awkwad,, s equation d uld be

centered separately oa the text width.,

C) gQ 1  + ',

T- (g Vgv) -"

9c + gv~c " vcg - v&,v - vgvc -&" v •T

Several short equations can be placed on the same line, prov-;

the equations are unnumbered or all have the same equation number.

Allow four spaces between these equations.

dl i dO - V0 coe 'ORd- R0, -V0 sin YO' dt R10

Several equations can be grouped and centered on the text w-L6

ul(t) - (v1), 4(0) vl,

u0(t) - g(u (t)), u2 (0) - ul)

R

u u VkU - O, u(O) - c1 , u'(O) - c.,

kal

k vk - 0, vk(O) z-.•

Note that when the equation number applies to the entire group, it

centered on the two lines. (See also Sec. 5.8.)

5.4. Placement of )ulttple k*ultiline Displayed Equations

Wheknwier possible, complex equations should be aligned and tht

entire group centered on the text width.
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I dFI( () - w()I + 1 W(T){3K () - 3 (')
4 dr 1 4 r

' . 0[(1. - F1 (O) + Fr(O)]J (1)

1dFr(T)

SdF a Jr) () + I w(,) .3K (r) - M

_Z 0 F~~r +1 ( ) -[ - ( ) [ ( 0) + F ( 0-) ( )

I d r
4 T [111(T) + Fr (T)) [1 W(r)]rJI(r) + Jr-(T)

W(T)e [EF(o) + Fr(0)] (3)

However, if aliigment would present an awkward arrangement, each equaw

should be centered seperately on the text width.

+ (2 +0• , o ) . w(To)( 2. - (60m)
i-r

X ,(IO)*(ro i (Ir; ) ,(1

turn

In a text line, am eqwatteu should be broken, if' possible, on an

equality or inequality alg seoe oec. 4.3).

Show that h,(x) " £ (x)g (x) comvergs on I to h(x) -

X a40 1
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This definition holds for relative minim= when f(x, y) k

f(x 0 , yo) is satisfied.

It is easy to verify that v 0 for all (x, y, z) when (x, y)

(0, 0).

Note that it is preferable to type the equality or inequality sign on

the line preceding the broken portion.

If necessary, an equation may be broken on a sign of operation (sr

Sec. 4.2).

Setting c - 1 and d - -1, we then obtain 0 • v - 1 • v +

(-1) •v.

A relation between x and y io shovn by X6 + 2y8 7x2y 2

Sx + 2y -0

By defliition of a smooth surface element, ve can see that ru x

rvf0.

A seenco can be broken on a mark of punctuation if the elements are m

enclosed within parentheses.

We can se that the set of linear combinations of v1 , v2,.

"k is by the k vectors.

Since V1 , v 2, ... , v. are linearly dependent, ve select c,, c2,

*009 ck.

Here F is considered ase a function of the four variables x,

y, z, X.
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Do not break between elements that are in a aortes enclosed within

parentheses.

Incorrect: The corresponding element of range is y - (Y1 ' Y2 "

Yn).

Correct: The corresponding element of range is y (yl y2, ... Yn)

Correct: There is an orthonormal basis for space vectors (x 1, x2 , x 3

to satisfy the given systems of equations.

Do not break a simple equation at the end of a line (leave the line

short if more than two characters are needed to complete the expression).

Incorrect: Solve for y as a function of x, since Fy 0. When x

-2, solve for x as a function of y.

Correct: Solve for y as a function of x, since F 0 0. When x , -2.

solve for x as a function of y.

Do not separate a trilgmuetric function from its argument (see also

Sec. 4.6).

Inelrrect: If S (x) comuerpe uniformly to f(x), then a (x) cos
p p

as will eomverp to f(x) coo rx for each fixed n.

Correct: If p (x) souverpe uaifomly to f(x), then p (X) cos nx

Lii conamere to 9(z) cot = for each fixed a.

Do not break an expression enclosed wLthin parentheses (for dLsplayed

equations, see Sec. 5.6).

Incorrect: Show that f my be vrtten as f(x) a a 0 a + l(x -

1) + a2 (x - 1) + a3 (x - 1)3÷ a4 (x - 1)4.

Correct: Show that f may be written as F(x) - s0 + al(X - 1) +

a2gx - 1)2 + a3 (x - + a4 (x - i)4.

Do not break an expression that is enclosed within vertical bars

(see also Secs. 4.1 and 4.9).



Incorrect: We conclude that the series converges and that If(

f (x0) S x - xOi K.

Correct: We conclude that the series converges and that

lf(x) - f(xo)I x - xoI K.

Do not break an equation between an integral ( or summatior.

and the terms governed by these symbols.

Incorrect: For any function f, we see that f(x) dx - F ,..

dx + i P f2 (x) dx.a 4'
Correct: For any function f, we see that J f(x) dx - f.

i f2 (x) dx.
a

Incorrect: It follows that the series is convergent since lzý
Sk2

/k 2 N <w.

Correct: It follows that the series is convergent since F,-
M<

5.6, MeakiLa and AluminL Displayed Squstions

A displayed equation should be broken, if possible, on an eque

or imequality sip. Align the equality or inequality signs.

S. VJO J ,1( IT.tI0 & J•0 , (t, o i )w(t) dt

*jt J1) 1 t o*. k x )w(t) dt,

V 0 Not to) - V 0 (X1, 1  r L(x, k(x, t), t) + 6(x, t)]

to

t0

A displayed equation can also be broken on a sign of operatiot

signs of operation are aligned one space in back of the equality or

sign.
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2 -1)e" b+g(Pw (ab÷ b0) -Ba + -BO + ) e'st1(t) dt

- uo"W .-t 1.0
+ b1e .tf a tS(t) dt + s- b(t 1 )S(B - t ) dtI

- • Ib(tl) dt, f e' astSl(t) dt, (1)of 0t t

fo v(t- 8)(8) d- f(O) 0 p(t - 8)O(.) d.

+ 5 -(a) - l)]'(s) do
0t

-(O)k(t) - A(0) + 5k(t - s)f'(a) do

- 5 f (8) da

SW(0)k(t) - f(t) + r (t - S)f'(a) do
j0

= v(t) - f(t) (2)

A two-lne equation can be staggered rather than aligned. Center the whole

equation, mia etail tht Ihe lines ran.

160(t) 06- am:'•.q (.D'op'mt

b (tt
rv ~L. ~ r" u-G)Jpr~t-U

If a displayed equslatin 1 brekesm on a si of munltiplication (which is

understood but usually not preset), the altiplication sign is placed at

the be*gi=Ln of the OL lins.

I(119, x, t; 41&) IlsI, x. t; 4%; 1 Ind

X 0 0
x 29x 0pz"d"d*
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If possible, do not break an expression enclosed vithin grouping,

symbols (see Sec. 2.7). When such a break cannot be avoided, try to

break within a major grouping symbol.

A(E - N0)- -r - ) + sn (E - E0)&(e cos E0)

- [1 - Cos (E - E0 )JA(e sin EO),

- lii [[ eIlth-l( S)Pa()t•t) I i-•lm e8i -lW a() ds

S+ e hl(s)(s) b( ds - Sc eSthl(s)pv(s) da (
CA+ 

A

5.7. Aligmrent. of Symbols Following "Where"

When the symbols used in a displayed equation are defined and pr.

by the word "where," type the first symbol on the same line as the w,

"where" and align the remaining symbols on the right of the first syrs

including the subscripts.

V a Vn Y.,g

haere V a total shear,

J n* reduction factor for shear,

nf- ultimate flight load factor,

w -$gross Veisht.

Note that the word "vhere" is typed flush left and that there is only

space between it and the first symbol.

When the definition is in the form of an equation, display and c4

it.

h - hR(l -In),

where hT

KI 1 -1 -R

R
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5.8. Numbering Displayed Equations

Equation numbers may be typed flush right or flush left, according

to the preference of the author. Allow a minimum of four spaces between

an equation and its number.

If the equations are numbered on the left, type the number on the

first line of both a single-line and a multiline equation.

(1) Tlw(r) , -s r

(2) T O(r) = e-r -•"r 2t dt
0

X [ e'[(- , s) + a] do
t

_~r .r 0e2t dtJJ r a fdo

0 t

If the equations are numbered on the rieht, type the number on the

same line as a single-line equation .snd on the last line of a multiline

equation.

1 wv(r) s £ or (I)

T O(r) a -saw" a-e"r e It dt-r, a) + a do
0oi •t

a e.Mr - ser t dte o' Is (2)
0 tI

if the equation is too 1Mo to permit the amber to be typed on the

same line, type it on the line imdeiately following.

Ip(t)I C c2 ea (t)ea t ja(t1)I exp [(A -k)tl elC a(t 2  dt 2] dt I
o to (1.)
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When an equation number applies to two or more equations, it should

be centered between the equations.

J1 (t) a r a(tI)U(tl) exp [X('t - t 1)] dtl,
to0
0t (1)

tJ 2(t) a Fto0 a(t 1)u(t I)kl(t " t 1) dt 1

If two or more equations are grouped within a brace, the equation

number should center on the brace.

Ba I - a,(a a,) 0

If the principal equation is too long to permit the defining expresslo

(see Sec. 4.21) and the equation number to be placed on the line with it,

either (1) type the defining expression on the same line as the principal

equation and type the equation number on the line imnediately following, or

(2) type both the defining expression and the equation number on the line

imediately following.

v(s. t)b(e)u(s) do " v(e + h, t)b(a + h)u(s + h) de, t > toto t

v(e. -b(s)u(s) do v(a + he t)b(s + h)u(s + h) do,
"t0 to

t > to0 (2)
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Appendix A

MATIMW TICAL TE3 AND SYIOLS

Absolute value or magnitude ....... ...................... i I
AdJoint ..................... adS

Approaches C........ .......... ............ . ....- or &

Approximately equals .................. . .. ............... or-

Argument ...................... ............... 0............ arg

Aspect ratio ........... ................... 0 ... AR...

Boundary of ................... * ...... .... .................

Ctaies .............(l ................................... o

Bracets.....e .. ~. ... e.e. .ee.eo~.cee~e

ChanD e en ................... . . . ... . .

Constant cooeoeooeoeoooeooooo•oeoe o a Ost

ContDins (or Lae ludoe) 0..... . . .... . .......... .. * *.*.... ) or

CosL@ae oocoo~ooo..o~oooo~o..oo.o oo©

CotanDedt ...... ........................... * ... cot

Cube root -....................... .... ......

Difference ....................................... 0000000 0a @o 0of*........

Divorsomce so 00*0d00000000*0* 400*a00000*000v L

D~vdedbyooosooooooooooosooooo~oopoo~ooooo~ooeoooooooooooo°s

Equal to . 000000000 0 00*0

Exponential ................. .. ............ ........ * . .

Greater or less than .... ,....,eeeccce.... .. c......,.e. ,,..

Greater than cc.. *ee eoeoc. c oeeecc o **o.e.. ***.c.*ee**.* >
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Greater than or equal to ..............................

Greatest lower bound ..................................... g.l.b. or inf

Factorial . .* .* * * * * *

Hence, therefore .. o.....o...........o....... ..o.o..............

Included in (or contained in) .... ........................ C or _C

Identical with . .. ........ . o * * * * * * * * * .* a

Increment of ..... h.. ...... ... .. ..... . .. ... . . . . ...... A

Infinu...... inf

Infinity .r ............ .. .... . .. * . ... .. .... ...........

Integral .....u od .......................... ..............

Less than or greater than ..................a.............. a0 0 0

imitersection.............................................. ii

Limit Inferior ............ * ............................ a

Limit of integration............eg.......

Limit superior ........................................ l.u sup

Logarithm .................... ...... log

Magnitude or absolute value *#fee *soft to *&***to *006,•I

Minus n . reer.... ... ............ **.*.o............. m

Minimum orpls............... o............. ....... 0.... mm

Minut or plus ... o ............ 0....o.,.,....0.....

I
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Much greater than .................................. . ........ >>

Much smaller than ......................................... <<

Multiplied by .. ........................................ X or

Nearly equal to .................... .................................

No .....................................................

Not equal to ..............................................

Not greater than .... ....................................

Not included in .............. ...............................

Not less than ........................ ...................

Parallel to ..... ............ . ...................... II
Parentheses ............... ................... 0.. ..... ()

Partial differential ...................... *............

Perpendicular to lu...................................

S Plus ormns**********************
Plus or in. .......... ............................... +

c o . ......m ..................................... .......
Product..

Ratio of

Secant Sacc*o ooeeeooeeoeoooee eooe e O

Second ooo e o e o o o e o o o o o o o e e o o o o o e o

Sine .... in

Solidus .............

Such that ...........

Sumumation .................................... ........... of

Supremum ................................... . ......... 0 nup
Tangent .................................... ........... 0.... tan

Triangle ............ o........................... ..........
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SUnion ........................... 0......................... U

Variation ....... i ....... .. ....... ........... . cc

Vector . ...... o * * * .* ......... ....... ......... arrow above
symbol or
symbol print
in bold typz

Versed sine ... ................. vers
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Appendix B

GREEK ALPHABET

S.....Gre~ek Letter
English Capitals | Lower Case

reek Name Eauivalen TyvDit Script Typit Script

Alpha a A A a a

Beta b B B 0

Gamma ry

Delta d A 6 8

Epsilon e E a 6 £

Zeta z Z Z

Eta • H H 11

Theta th B 0 0

Iota i I go

Kappa k K K Ki

Lambda 1 A A A

mu N, b

Nu v N I v

xi x N N g

Omicron 0 0 o 0

P1 p n I

Rho r P P p

Sigma 4 z E a

Tau t T T 1 r

Upsilon u Y T u

Phi ph # w ff or 0 #

Chi ch X X X X

Psi ps Y 4'

Omega W f L ,
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